Congratulations! You now own the most powerful and durable combination vacuum cleaner/blower available today. The FULL SIZE VAC N BLO is designed to provide you with many years of use. The VAC N BLO model #PRO-83BA includes the Vac N'Blo Dual Power Unit with wheels Wall mounting bracket, 4-6 foot Hoses (24 feet), 2-20” Extension Wands, Micro detailing attachments, Shoulder Strap, Blower Nozzle, floor brush, Inflator Adapter, Pik-All Upholstery nozzle, Dust Brush, Crevice Tool, hose bracket, attachment holder, 3 paper bags, Unit is assembled with 12ft. grounded cord set.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE AND CARE OF YOUR METRO VAC N BLO

The PRO-83BA can be mounted to a wall with the wall mount bracket supplied. Mollies should be used to secure mounting bracket when attaching to sheet rock. Level wall mount bracket in desired position and mark screw locations with pencil within screw holes. Once bracket is securely mounted, the VAN N BLO can be hung by the wheel axle located on the suction side of the VAC N BLO. The hose hanger is mounted the same way.
1. Insert the grounded power supply cord into a grounded outlet and turn appliance by pushing the toggle switch from right to left.

2. HOSE: When use of hose is desired, connect to suction end of the OMNIVAC for cleaning purposes, to exhaust end for blowing purposes.

3. EXTENSION WANDS: Reach those inaccessible spots. Eliminate bending to clean low areas and under furniture …stretching to reach high areas.

4. FLOOR TOOL: Use with extension wands to clean carpeting/bare floors. Swivel action permits proper contact with all surfaces.
*PLEASE NOTE THIS ATTACHMENT IS NOT INCLUDED IN ALL MODELS*

5. CREVICE TOOL: Cleans those hard-to-reach tight spots such as radiators, pianos, bedsprings, baseboards, around and between the cushions of upholstered furniture, moldings, etc. Can be used for vacuuming and blowing purposes.

6. DUST BRUSH: Long soft bristles gently loosen dust on furniture, lamp shades, venetian blinds, picture frames, moldings, bookshelves, books, window sills, banisters, etc.

7. “PIK-ALL” NOZZLE: Cleans stairs, upholstery, furniture, draperies, mattresses, pillows, automobile interiors, mobile homes and boat interiors.

8. POWERIZER/AIR MAXIMIZER: This tapered accessory concentrates and maximizes air flow for both vacuuming and blowing purposes.

9. DELUXE DETAILING MICRO ATTACHMENTS: Allows you to clean those places that were previously inaccessible with standard size vacuum cleaner attachments

IMPORTANT

TO USE AS A BLOWER, RELEASE CLAMPS AND REMOVE FRONT END CAP AND CLOTH BAG.

TO INFLATE INFLATABLES

INFLATOR ADAPTOR: When inflating air mattresses, boats, rafts with large valves, place blowing (exhaust) end into or against valve until inflatable is filled. When inflating inflatables with small valves, place tapered adaptor onto blowing (exhaust) end, snap on to “push button” locking device. When flexibility is needed, attach flexible hose to exhaust/blowing end.
TURBO DRIVEN POWER BRUSH OR TURBO HAND TOOL: The powerful air flow of the 4.0 Peak HP motor spins the turbine driven power brush at rapid speed to root out deep down hidden dirt from rugs and carpeted surfaces. *PLEASE NOTE THIS ATTACHMENT IS NOT INCLUDED IN ALL MODELS*

Securely attach the turbo driven power head to the hose/wand assembly. Slide adjustment for “low/hi” pile carpets.

CAUTION

IF YOUR VAC N BLO HAS SUCTION BUT DOES NOT CLEAN WHEN HOSE IS ATTACHED, REMOVE HOSE FROM SUCTION END AND PLACE ONTO BLOWER END. BLOW OUT THE HOSE ... SOMETIMES IT MIGHT BE CLOGGED. TRIPLE FILTRATION INCLUDES PAPER DISPOSABLE BAG, PERMANENT CLOTH BAG AND CHARCOAL FILTER. TO PROTECT YOUR MOTOR, FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY AND LONG LIFE, DISPOSE OF USED PAPER BAG, FREQUENTLY CHECK THE PERMANENT CLOTH BAG FOR DUST/DIRT BUILD UP AND CAKING, SHAKE OUT PERMANENT CLOTH BAG FREQUENTLY, CHECK AND REPLACE FOAM FILTER 3 TO 4 TIMES PER YEAR.
Your JUMBO VAC N BLO & PRO-83BA can be mounted to a wall with the wall mount bracket supplied in this kit. Mollies should be used to secure mounting bracket when attaching to sheet rock. Ideally, one of the screws should go into a wall stud. Level wall mount bracket in desired position and mark screw locations with pencil within screw holes. Once bracket is securely mounted, the JUMBO VAC N BLO& PRO-83BA can be hung by the wheel axle located on the INTAKE side of the JUMBO VAC N BLO& PRO-83BA.

Wall Mount Bracket